AR T IST PR O F IL E

Andrew Mulligan

SOCIAL MEDIA REACH
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http://outspokenbyodd.co.nz/andrew-mulligan

SKILLS:

Actor, B logger, B rand Ambassador, B roadcaster, Comedian, Debater,
Host, Journalist, Live Commentating, M C, Panelist, Presenter, Radio
Host, Speaker, Sports Presenter, Television Personality, Voice over
Artist, W riter

INTERESTS:

Adventure, Cars, Celebrity, E ntertaining, Inspirational, Leadership,
Social M edia, Sport, Travel

NATURAL ACCENT:

Kiwi

VOICE REEL:

Outspoken_Andrew_Mulligan.mp3

W ith a history in sports presenting and a career that started as host on Otago University’s
now-infamous Cow TV, Andrew M ulligan certainly has experience dealing with the
unexpected – a useful skill that no doubt comes in handy as an entertainer.
Familiar already to Prime and Sky Sport viewers every weeknight on The Crowd Goes
W ild, sports obsessed Andrew is an old-hand at presenting, producing and reporting,
and has previously appeared as a presenter and reporter at three Olympics and two
Commonwealth Games for Sky Sport.
Andrew has also had more than 10 years and has been on breakfast radio since 2011 on
Radio Sport - and is now a co-host on the new look M orning Rumble show on The Rock.
For the past few years, Andrew has been the live presenter/in-game match enhancement
for all All B lacks test matches played at home & is the Sky Sport Commentator for the
B reakers B asketball coverage. He is also the voice of Rebel Sport.
He has M C'ed a wide variety of events from the Hawkes B ay Sports awards to the Halbergs
and the Steinlager Rugby awards and everything else in between and is more than
capable in front of a small crowd or a large event.
W ith over 50,000 followers on Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat and Facebook, his message
is amplified daily and can be a real asset for any brand looking to align themselves with
him.

Andrew Mulligan was entertaining and well prepared, he had really
done his research and has a fantastic knowledge about sport.
Halberg Trust would recommend him to MC or interview for any
sporting event. The great thing is that he can offer humour when
needed but also a very professional performance. We hope to use
him again in the future.
Halberg Trust

To book Andrew Mulligan please call Outspoken on
09 360 8333 or email outspoken@odd.co.nz
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